Chapter 3 Conversion Comments

Section 3.1
• All suggested homework problems have video solutions.
• No corrections needed.

Section 3.2
• The following suggested homework problems DO NOT have video solutions:
  
  35, 37, 41, 43, 45, 63, 65

• The values in the video for problem 71 differ slightly.

Section 3.3
• There are no video solutions for this section.

Section 3.4
• The videos refer to this section as Section 3.3.
• All suggested homework problems have video solutions.

Section 3.5
• The videos refer to this section as Section 3.4.
• The following suggested homework problems DO NOT have video solutions:
  
  61, 63

Section 3.7
• The following suggested homework problems DO NOT have video solutions:
  
  13, 15, 17